Surface Organics Skimmer
and
Bubble Eliminator

Remora Accessory

The Surface Organics Skimmer and Bubble Eliminator is a special prefilter box that is designed to
increase the performance of your Remora or Remora Pro hang-on protein skimmer. This prefilter will also
help eliminate the unwanted microbubbles that sometimes escape from the skimmer.
Proteins and organics often accumulate on the upper surface of the aquarium water, forming a “slick” of
concentrated waste. This prefilter is designed to draw water off the surface of your tank, thereby
removing these wastes much more efficiently. The water return portion can also be used as a media
chamber – you may place activated carbon or phosphate-removing material in this chamber to further
cleanse your water. Be sure to pack the chamber loosely and keep it clean, it is crucial that water be able
to flow out the bottom hole of the box rather than over the top edges.
It is important to keep the prefilter sponge clean and free of debris. A clogged sponge will reduce the
efficiency of the prefilter, and will also contribute to the production of undesirable nitrates and other
compounds. It will be necessary to clean the sponge routinely, and replace it once it becomes clogged.
INSTALLATION
Installation is easy – simply slip the prefilter box over the pump and skimmer return ledge. The slotted
side of the box should fit around the pump, while the chamber with the sponge should fit over the return
ledge.
Adjust the height of the prefilter so that only the slotted portion of the box is below the water line approximately ½” below the water. This will ensure that the surface organics are removed efficiently.
This level must be adjusted occasionally to compensate for water evaporation or the flow rate through the
skimmer – do not let the pump run dry!
You may notice that some water will flow from one chamber to the other, this is normal and will help
prevent the pump from running dry in the event that the tank level falls below the slots in the top.
Use the set screw to gently hold the prefilter in place. The screw is designed to press against the water
pump softly. Do not overtighten!
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